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Interpersonal Task Rubric
Evaluation de la conversation de _____________________________________
Requirements:

Oui

Non

You worked on the free-reading worksheet while waiting.
You spoke only in French.
You answered questions cooperatively when you were the responder.
Questioner: Quality of work, First Attempt:
Category
Meets Expectations
Strong
Weak
Language
You used the correct
You used some correct
question words and
question words &
structures.
structures.
Content
Your questions showed
Your questions showed
you understood your
that you understood your
partner, and they
partner sometimes, and
progressed logically.
they progressed somewhat
You guessed the country
logically.
quickly.
You guessed the country
somewhat quickly.
Strategies
You found a way to say
You got stuck a few times
everything in French.
and did not know what to
say in French.
Comprehensibility
Your partner and I
Your partner and I
understood your questions
understood most of your
perfectly.
questions.

Does Not Meet
Expectations
You did not use correct
question words or
structures.
Your questions showed
that you rarely understood
your partner, and there
was no logic to their
sequence.
You were not able to
guess the country.
You were not able to find a
way to say much in
French.
Your partner and I
understood few of your
questions.

Questioner: Quality of work, Second Attempt:
Category
Meets Expectations
Strong
Weak
Language
You used the correct
You used some correct
question words and
question words &
structures.
structures.
Content
Your questions showed
Your questions showed
you understood your
that you understood your
partner, and they
partner sometimes, and
progressed logically.
they progressed somewhat
You guessed the country
logically.
quickly.
You guessed the country
somewhat quickly.
Strategies
You found a way to say
You got stuck a few times
everything in French.
and did not know what to
say in French.
Comprehensibility
Your partner and I
Your partner and I
understood your questions
understood most of your
perfectly.
questions.

Does Not Meet
Expectations
You did not use correct
question words or
structures.
Your questions showed
that you rarely understood
your partner, and there
was no logic to their
sequence.
You were not able to
guess the country.
You were not able to find a
way to say much in
French.
Your partner and I
understood few of your
questions.

Based in part on the IPA Manual's Interpersonal Mode Rubric Novice Learner (Glisan et al., 2003, Appendix D)

